
Broker

Through a Software Defined Perimeter, Broker elevates your 
security posture by providing secure access for your remote 
users to the cloud services they need — whether they’re 
employees, partners or contractors.

Zero-trust access to cloud applications for existing 
subscribers of Wandera’s Mobile Security Suite.

Benefits

Provide automatic access to 
cloud services, regardless of user 
location, without the need for a 
cumbersome VPN. 
 
Strengthen security by applying 
access policies based on real-time 
mobile risk assessments. Prevent 
access if an endpoint is not secure. 
 
Simplify administration by 
configuring Broker easily through 
Wandera’s unified portal. 
 
Deploy easily over the top of 
Wandera’s Mobile Security Suite, 
without the need for a new app 
or any back-end infrastructure 
changes. 
 
Granular management allows 
for applications to be controlled 
independently, providing access to 
approved users only.
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Cloud applications are 

only made available to 

users attempting to 

connect via devices that 

are sanctioned by your 

enterprise and approved 

through Wandera’s 

security assessments.

With reduced 

requirements for step-

up or multiple-factor 

authentication, access 

is streamlined for remote 

users when connecting to 

cloud applications.
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How it works
Broker provides a secure path for network traffic between a sanctioned device and your cloud services. Control access for any user 
by enrolling and managing their devices through Wandera’s unified admin portal.

MI:RIAM, Wandera’s threat-intelligence engine, provides continuous mobile risk assessment that informs the policy engine to 
revoke access dynamically if a threat is detected during a session. Unsanctioned or high-risk devices are denied access. 
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User with Wandera using 
a Risky Device

User with Wandera using 
a Healthy Device

Device without Wandera

Wandera Software 
Defined Perimeter

Cloud Apps

The Wandera Security Cloud protects enterprises at the new edge, where data 

is in the cloud and users are remote. Unified security capabilities include threat 

protection, content filtering and zero-trust network access.

For more information, get in touch with one of our security experts  

at www.wandera.com/contact-us/

https://www.wandera.com/contact-us/

